
Congratulations on adopting a new kitty!!!

 I acknowledge and agree Jake’s Place Cat Rescue tries very hard to match me and my family with the right cat.
 Sometimes the temperament of the animal in a new living situation is not what it was in a foster situation. 
 Jake’s Place Cat Rescue can not guarantee that his/her personality will not change or develop as my new kitty adjusts. 

 I understand that adopting this cat is a commitment for its lifetime, perhaps 15-20 years.
 
 If for any reason I feel this is not the cat for me, or I can no longer keep this cat, I agree to return
 him/her to Jake’s Place Cat Rescue.

 I will provide a safe and loving environment for my cat, which includes proper shelter, good nutrition,
 and fresh water.

 I agree to register the microchip information with the appropriate company. I will provide all the necessary vaccinations  
 and booster shots required for good health. In the event of an injury/illness, I will take my cat to a qualified veterinarian  
 for treatment. Jake’s Place Cat Rescue recommends that I introduce my new cat to my veterinarian soon after 
 adopting to establish a relationship.

 I will not de-claw my cat.

 If I have other animals in the house, I agree to introduce them to my cat appropriately.

 I agree that I have adopted this cat as an “indoor only” cat.

 I agree that I have adopted this cat as an “indoor/outdoor” cat. He/she is to remain indoors for the first   
 30 days. He/she will always be kept indoors at night.

Name:        

Address:        

Phone:        

Cat Name:        

As the new legal guardian of the cat I am adopting today, I assume all responsibility for the actions and health of him/her.
I release Jake’s Place Cat Rescue and all of the representatives from any financial or legal obligations from this date forward. 

Signature:     

Date:     

Please return Agreement to:

Jake’s Place Cat Rescue c/o Debbie Edge

          1530 Armstrong Avenue, #31

Novato, CA 94945 

                 Phone: 415-548-0824
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